
Digital Ear Thermometer
How to use

order code: 801-580
A TH809 digital ear thermometer is one of the fastest ways to check the temperature 
of a person. It provides an accurate reading and only takes a few seconds.
The temperature is taken by measuring the heat being released in the inner ear. The 
heat that is emitted from the ear is then measured by the infrared detector of the 
digital ear thermometer.
Using a digital ear thermometer is quite easy; however it is important that the 
thermometer is placed correctly in the ear and a few other basic steps are needed to 
ensure accurate readings.

STEP 1 - CLEAN EARS, CLEAN READING  - Before taking the temperature of a person, 
using a digital ear thermometer, it is important you make sure that the ear is clean. 
Dirt or ear wax built up inside the ear can cause an inaccurate reading.
Also, make sure that the person has not been doing any strenuous activity, since this 
can cause the temperature of the body to increase, resulting in a misleading reading.

STEP 2 - SANITISING THE DIGITAL EAR THERMOMETER  - Keep the thermometer clean 
at all times. It is essential to use a clean probe cover to ensure accurate readings. 
The enclosed instructions explain the attachment of a cover. A �ashing probe icon 
indicates that a cover is missing or badly �tted.
If the thermometer body does become dirty, wipe with an alcohol probe wipe and 
clean cloth. If the lens becomes dirty, it must be cleaned very carefully as described 
on the enclosed lea�et.

STEP 3 - CORRECT EAR POSITION  - Although the digital ear thermometer is an easy 
instrument to use, there is a correct way to position the ear to make sure that you are 
pointing the probe tip at the correct area of the inner ear. Pointing the tip incorrectly 
will result in an inaccurate reading.
Since it is the temperature of the inner ear that the thermometer is reading, it is 
important that you get the appropriate alignment between the inner ear and the 
thermometer. To do this, simply lightly pull on the upper earlobe and then pull it back. 
You will notice that this lengthens and opens up the inner ear.

STEP 4 - INSERTING THE DIGITAL EAR THERMOMETER  - Turn on the digital ear 
thermometer with the 'ON ' button and carefully insert the probe of the thermometer 
so that it is pointing at the inner ear. Do not force the digital ear thermometer since 
this can cause damage to the ear. However, make sure that it �ts snugly in the ear 
without forcing it.



STEP 5 - READING THE DIGITAL EAR THERMOMETER  - Once you have positioned the 
thermometer, wait a moment and then press the large measurement button. A beep 
tells you that a temperature has been taken.

Carefully, remove the probe from the inner ear and look at the reading on the body 
of the digital ear thermometer. Check to see if you have successfully read the body 
temperature. If you see the code 'ERR', please refer to the instruction lea�et. It means 
an error has been made or you were not able to get a good contact with the inner 
ear. If this happens, just repeat the process until you get a reading.

Two beeps tells you that the thermometer is ready for another measurement to be taken.

There may be a slight di�erence in subsequent readings in the same ear due to blood 
�ow, and there will generally be a di�erence between ears. This is normal; just repeat 
the measurements until you are happy that you have a representative temperature 
reading.

The 'M' icon indicates that the display is showing a memory stored reading.

A �ashing 'Probe' icon indicates that a probe cover is missing or badly �tted.

The 'Ear' icon indicates that the thermometer is ready to use.


